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SUSTAINABILITY PLAN – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
City of Durango Sustainability Plan

This Executive Summary includes the core components of
the Sustainability Plan, but does not provide the
additional context, detail, and supporting information
that can be found in the full plan document.

Introduction
The City of Durango is a community that is committed to, and
greatly benefits from, the protection and conservation of our
natural resources. We also recognize our role in contributing
to state, national, and global commitments to mitigate climate
change. Sustainability is central to the purpose and mission of
the City of Durango and is integrated into both the city’s 2022
Strategic Plan and the 2017 Comprehensive Plan.
While the concept of sustainability has been maturing over
the past several decades, the ideals of building a strong
community that values environmental stewardship go much
further back. There have been periods throughout Durango’s
past when the surrounding environment and the wellbeing of
the people living here were negatively impacted by extractive
and wasteful practices as well as inequitable and even
discriminatory policies. However, the future vibrancy of our
community is deeply dependent on the health of our
surrounding environment, our responsible use of natural
resources, our equitable treatment of our citizens and visitors,
and our resilience in the face of a changing climate.
Sustainability is not an end-goal that our community will
reach one day, it is an ongoing commitment to principles
that help protect our natural environment and ensure the
quality of life for present and future generations.
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City of Durango 2022 Strategic Plan
Vision
Durango is an authentic, diverse, multigenerational, and thriving
community. Our residents value and enjoy our unique natural
environment and benefit from the management of our city's resources in a
fiscally responsible, environmental, and socially sustainable manner.
Environmental Sustainability & Resilience
• Reduce the city’s carbon footprint
• Increase availability of renewable energy
• Improve the quality and resiliency of natural resources through
conservation and effective management
• Provide solid waste disposal that is oriented toward recycle and reuse

City of Durango 2017 Comprehensive Plan
Core Values
Sustainability: We embrace public and private actions to preserve and
enhance our natural and built environments for future generations.
Environmental Stewardship: We honor and respect our natural
environment, realizing that our lives are interdepended with the Earth’s
well-being.
Guiding Principles
• Minimize our ecological footprint
• Conserve our natural resources, while protecting our lands, wildlife,
air quality, and the Animas River
• Flourish through the sustainable use of our natural resources
• Model our growth on the beauty, efficiency, and resiliency of our
natural systems
(A full cross-reference to the Comprehensive Plan Goals, Objectives, and
Policies can be found in Appendix A)
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The Sustainability Plan Framework

Vision &

The Vision outlines the vision for a sustainable Durango.

Overarching Priorities
Sectors
Objectives

Indicators

Action Report
•

Annual actions &
upcoming priorities

•

LEED certification
status & updates

•

Indicator reporting
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Implementation Strategies

Principles

Four Overarching Priorities guide our sustainability work.
The Implementation Strategies are the ways to make progress
toward our sustainability goals and positively affect the established
indicators. In other words, how the work gets done. Strategies are
broken into four categories for ease of understanding.
Five Sectors are the main categories of our sustainability work.
While sustainability is inherently interconnected, categorization is
still important and necessary for framing our efforts. Each sector
has its own set of principles, objectives, and indicators.
Each sector has a set of guiding sustainability Principles.
The sector Objectives are the focus areas of work that the city and
community will be working on. These help sub-divide the sectors
into manageable issues for consideration.
Indicators are the primary measurable data for each sector. These
are identified as either “critical” and “indirect.” Critical indicators
are those which are at the core of the social, economic, and/or
environmental impact concerns for that sector. Indirect indicators
are important for understanding whether we are on track toward a
critical indicator.
Actions and the Sustainability Action Report: This plan sets forth
a commitment to effective and transparent tracking and reporting.
The ongoing action reporting and planning process will identify
actions completed each year, priorities for the coming years,
updates on indicator data, and sustainability certifications. The
process will also include opportunity for public review and input in
order to capitalize on the expertise of community members
understand community priorities.
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Vision for a Sustainable Durango
Durango is a community committed to achieving carbon
neutrality, preserving our natural environment, conserving
resources, maintaining our unique character, and improving
quality of life for the benefit of present and future
generations of residents, visitors, and neighboring
communities.
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Overarching Priorities
The following four priorities are interwoven throughout all efforts to address sustainability:

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Reduce municipal and community-wide greenhouse gas emissions and increase renewable electricity generation in line
with adopted goals.

Resiliency
Prepare Durango’s social, economic, and environmental systems to be more resilient to climate change impacts.

Health & Wellbeing
Secure the health and wellbeing benefits that are gained from reduced pollution and connection to healthy natural
systems.

Equity
Implement actions in a way that equitably distributes the costs and quality of life benefits.

Reduce municipal and
community-wide
greenhouse gas
emissions and increase
renewable electricity
generation in line with
adopted goals.

Prepare Durango’s
social, economic, and
environmental systems
to be more resilient to
the impacts of climate
change.
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Secure the health and
wellbeing benefits that
are gained from
reduced pollution and
connection to healthy
natural systems.

Implement actions in a
way that equitably
distributes the costs
and quality of life
benefits.
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Implementation Strategies
The following strategies summarize they ways in which the ideas in this plan will be implemented. They capture the primary types
of work that can be done by city staff in support of sustainability action, and can also frame actions from community entities.

Generating Collective Impact
•

Encourage residents and businesses to perform actions and behaviors that positively impact sustainability indicators by
way of outreach, engagement, information sharing, and financial mechanisms.

•

Host opportunities for the public to provide insight, guidance, and feedback on implementing sustainability actions.

•

Have city staff across departments take part in trainings and workshops to foster understanding and support of
sustainability principles and the sustainability plan.

•

Utilize a collaborative approach across city departments and with external organizations to support implementation of the
sustainability plan and actions that have positive impacts on sustainability indicators.

•

Seek opportunities to collaborate at a regional level on actions, and advocate to state and federal decision makers
concerning sustainability issues.

Ensuring Relevance
•

Evaluate and update the sustainability plan every five years, or as needed, to reflect new and evolving sustainability
concerns and community priorities.

•

Adopt new goals and commitments for sustainability indicators as needed based on accepted scientific evaluation and the
desires expressed by community members.

•

Perform research and investigation to identify new opportunities and to understand best practices for actions that will
have the greatest positive impact on indicators.

•

Secure funding for sustainability actions through budgeting processes, grant writing, and other opportunities as
applicable.

•

Seek out awards and official recognitions to celebrate and recognize sustainability achievements.

•

Incorporate equity considerations into all actions taken toward sustainability goals and objectives through the use of
checklists and/or other screening tools.
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Integrating into City Systems
•

Adopt internal operational practices that positively impact sustainability indicators in order to lead by example.

•

Incorporate sustainability and life-cycle considerations into departmental and citywide planning processes, capital
projects, new infrastructure, and city services to support progress toward sustainability goals and generate positive
impacts on indicators.

•

Develop plans and frameworks in coordination with regional stakeholders addressing resilience, hazard mitigation,
disaster response, and emergency management in light of climate change impacts.

•

Investigate and adopt changes to the city’s codes which support progress toward sustainability goals and generate
positive impacts on indicators.

Tracking & Reporting
•

Develop reliable and manageable systems for tracking sustainability indicators, and report on progress through a visually
appealing and accessible sustainability indicator dashboard.

•

Utilize the LEED for Cities framework and certification process, or a similarly reputable program, to help perform gap
analysis, identify opportunities for action, and recognize achievements.

•

Publish an annual sustainability action report that summarizes actions taken toward sustainability goals and objectives,
reviews priorities, and identifies approved funding for actions in the coming year.

Action Reporting
An annual action reporting process lies at the heart of Durango’s ongoing sustainability efforts. An annual action report will
serve as a regular opportunity to invite community engagement and provide transparency regarding these efforts. It is a
chance to celebrate successes, acknowledge shortfalls, and reevaluate the path forward. It is expected that the format of the
report will evolve over the years based on the desires of community members, city staff, and city leadership. The report will:
•

Identify major trends across sectors;

•

Estimate when a project will be completed;

•

Celebrate awards and recognition;

•

Identify sources of funding;

•

Include a brief update for actions taken;

•

•

Identify the primary affiliated city departments or
partnering community organizations;

Recognize internal city operations that “lead by
example”; and,

•

Call-out advocacy and regional partnership efforts.
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Sectors
The five sectors for the City of Durango Sustainability Plan:
•

Energy

•

Transportation & Development Patterns

•

Consumption & Waste

•

Water

•

Natural Systems & Ecology

Each of the five sectors has a list of principles, objectives, and indicators which guide the work to be done. Alignment with
Comprehensive Plan Goals are also called out for each sector. Adopted goals are mentioned only where an official Durango
City Council goal has currently been approved by Resolution.

Indicator Tables
Indicator tables are not provided in this Executive Summary. For more detail about these crucial measurements, refer to the full
version of the Sustainability Plan.

Energy
Principles
•

Durango’s energy supply is carbon neutral, renewable, resilient, and affordable for all members of our community.

•

Homes, businesses, and services use energy efficiently, and local energy production is utilized in support the local
economy.

Objectives
•

Energy Supply
Reduce the amount of greenhouse gas emissions associated with Durango’s energy supply in an equitable manner while
maintaining reliability and resilience to disruption.

•

Energy Use
Increase the efficiency of energy use and promote energy conservation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and energy
cost burdens.
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Transportation & Development Patterns
Principles
•

All members of, and visitors to, our community have access to a fully connected and accessible transportation network that
provides outstanding transit, bicycle, and pedestrian options throughout Durango and its surrounding areas.

•

Individuals and organizations choose transit, bicycle, pedestrian, various other transportation methods, or zero-emissions
vehicles, instead of driving alone in traditional fuel-powered vehicles.

Objectives
•

Multimodal Transportation
Create a fully connected transportation network that provides for safe, convenient, and enjoyable transportation that is
affordable and accessible to all Durango residents and visitors.

•

Vehicle Emissions & Electrification
Reduce emissions associated with vehicular travel by preparing for and accelerating a shift to electric and zero-emissions
vehicles and reducing wasteful behaviors.

•

Community Design
Structure city code and policies to encourage dense, mixed-use development that minimizes greenhouse gas emissions
and supports equitable and sustainable options to get around and experience Durango

Consumption & Waste
Principles
•

Durango’s individuals and organizations utilize products and materials in a thoughtful manner, considering the
environmental and social impacts of both production and disposal.

•

Consumption emphasizes products that are sustainably produced, locally produced, are long-lasting and repairable, are
non-toxic, and are recyclable at the end of their useful life.

•

Disposal emphasizes reuse, repurposing, recycling, and composting over landfill.
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Objectives
•

Sustainable Consumption & Source Reduction
Encourage conscious purchase and use of materials and products to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, reduce single-use
disposability, and support Durango’s local economy.

•

Waste Reduction & Diversion
Reduce the amount of material going to landfill and decrease the greenhouse gas emissions associated with waste disposal
by increasing waste diversion rates and expanding productive end-use options for regional waste.

•

Food Systems
Support an interconnected food system that is healthy, inclusive, equitable, and resilient to change.

Water
Principles
•

Durango has a resilient supply of affordable clean water, and individuals and organizations are empowered to use water
efficiently.

•

Water and wastewater treatment utilize sustainable practices and minimize greenhouse gas emissions.

•

The Animas River and its watershed support healthy riparian ecosystems and recreation opportunities.

Objectives
•

Water Supply & Use
Manage Durango’s water sources and consumption through conservation and efficiency so our community and surrounding
riparian ecosystems are resilient to the projected impacts of climate change.

•

Water Quality
Maintain water quality levels, or improve where needed, in both
supplied water and throughout the Animas River watershed.
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Natural Systems & Ecology
Principles
•

The Durango community lives in harmony with its natural environment and the life it sustains.

•

Local ecosystems are resilient to climate change and contribute to carbon sequestration and improved air and water quality.

•

All members of our community have the opportunity to experience the health and wellbeing benefits gained when
surrounded by a healthy natural environment.

Objectives
•

Ecosystems & Open Space
Manage Durango’s natural spaces in a way that supports the health and resilience of both human and non-human life in the
face of a changing climate.

•

Wildlife
Manage and prevent conflicts with wildlife in a way that protects the health, safety, and wellbeing of people, domestic
animals, and wildlife.

•

Trees & Forests
Maintain and expand Durango’s urban forest in order to provide health, wellbeing, and carbon sequestration benefits.
Manage Durango’s wildland-urban interface (WUI) to mitigate the risk and potential impacts of wildfire.

•

Environmental Health Benefits
Monitor and respond to the impacts of environmental systems on human health and wellbeing.
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